New Products’ Preview

Cool,

the LED essence for wall or bollard.

COOL is one of the latest LED novelties
from SIMES, engineered to maximize
the LED power, whilst minimizing the
size and energy consumption.
Available in four different versions,
as wall mounted and as bollard, the
COOL family introduces a new way to
light up outdoor spaces.
Confirming the SIMES high quality
standards, these fittings are made
using aluminum with low content of
copper and highly robust glass.
COOL is a simple void volume
diffusing light in two directions from
a very thin LED circuit right below its
protective glass.

Preview 2014
Cool 290mm
230V

COOL WALL L 290mm

A new wall mounted version is now
available. COOL 290mm keeps the
proportions of the smaller version
improving performance and creating
new application possibilities.
COOL 290mm is a minimal and ultracompact element ideal for creating
striking light effects and illuminate
wide surfaces through indirect light.
S.7270W LEDs 20W - 230V
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News
Mini-Cool 220mm
230V

MINI-COOL WALL L 220mm

All the versions presented at
EUROLUCE, have been improved.
They are now available in 230V
version without remote box.
24V versions on request.

S.7231W

LEDs 12,5W - 230V
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IP rating
IP54
MINI-COOL BOLLARD L 220 - H 220mm

Insulation
CLASS I
Mechanical resistance
IK 06

S.7236W LEDs 12,5W - 230V
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Material characteristics
Die-cast EN AB-47100 aluminium
housing (copper free) with high
corrosion resistance.
Extruded EN AW-6060 aluminium
structure (bollard version) with
high corrosion resistance.
Toughened glass diffuser.
Stainless steel screws.
Luminaire hard wires with H07RN-F
cable.
Fast connector IP68 included.
Silicone gaskets.
Luminaires supplied with LED circuit.

This luminaire contains built-in LED
modules with energy class:

MINI-COOL BOLLARD L 220 - H 580mm

The LED modules cannot be changed in
the luminaire (Regulation UE 874/2012).
Double powdered paint in 3 step process:
_ surface treatment containing
ceramic nano particles (Bonderite);
_ epoxy primer paint;
_ polyester powder paint with high
resistance against UV rays and harsh
weather conditions.

Colour:
White

(code 01)

Aluminium grey (code 14)
S.7241W LEDs 12,5W - 230V
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www.simes.it/cool
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